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President Carlos Roberto Reina scored a major political victory May 3 when the Honduran Congress
voted unanimously in favor of a proposed constitutional reform that would eliminate obligatory
military service. For the past 30 years, the Honduran military has used forced recruitment to fill
its ranks. Successful abolishment of conscription, in the face of long-standing opposition from the
military, has thus strengthened President Reina's hand in consolidating civilian power in Honduras.
Reina, who took office on Jan. 27, repeatedly promised to eliminate the forced recruitment system
that for years has filled army quotas through the physical abduction of young Honduran men,
mostly from poor families.
During his presidential campaign, Reina pledged to substitute obligatory military service with a
"voluntary, educational and humanistic" service. His election victory was seen as a clear mandate
from the Honduran people to implement this as well as other reforms aimed at curbing the
influence of the military. Still, Reina's campaign promises were hardly the beginning of the push
for such changes. In fact, public opposition to military dominance had been growing throughout the
country for several years.
Hondurans from virtually all sectors of society, fed up with military corruption, repression and
human rights abuses, have been increasingly vocal and organized in their demands for greater
civilian control over the armed forces. For its part, the military establishment has vehemently
opposed any suggestion of curtailing its power and authority. For example, when the bill to abolish
conscription was being debated by the legislature, the armed forces high command argued that
without forced recruitment, the military would not be able to fulfill its constitutional mandate. They
insisted that the 7,000 young men who are recruited annually are needed to replace retiring soldiers
and to compensate for other forms of attrition. However, once the reform bill had been approved
by Congress, the attitude of the military leadership changed quickly. Armed forces chief Gen. Luis
Alonso Discua, who only days earlier had maligned the reforms, congratulated the legislators for
their efforts and declared that "the only winner is the Honduran people who will never again have
to suffer under a system of arbitrary recruitment."
Although President Reina admitted that the reforms had been negotiated beforehand with the
military, he did not stipulate what concessions were made. Elimination of conscription is the most
recent in a series of steps taken by civilian authorities during the past 15 months to curb the power
and influence of the military. The most prominent such measure occurred in December 1993 when,
based on recommendations of a special ad-hoc commission, the National Congress approved
legislation outlining the dismantling of the military-controlled secret police (Direccion Nacional
de Investigacions, DNI) and its replacement with a civilian-controlled Criminal Investigation
Department (Direccion de Investigacion Criminal, DIC).
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Reina made several other campaign promises regarding changes in the armed forces that are
expected to be incorporated into his presidential agenda. Among other things, Reina promised
to reduce defense spending, currently about 30% of the national budget, and to cut back on the
number of armed forces personnel, currently around 26,000. Other issues include the elimination
of budget secrecy within the armed forces; replacement of the armed forces chief with a civilian
appointed defense minister; and transfer of control over the military-controlled police (Fuerza de
Seguridad Publica, FUSEP) to civilian authorities.
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